(B), emotional arousal had stronger effects on response times than valence, with a predicted 10 slowing of 59 ms per step of the 9-point IAPS scale (t=4.5, p<7.1e-6, Wald test of regression 11 coefficient). Valence and arousal are subjects' individualized, self-reported emotional ratings of 12 the images they actually observed during the task. Interference). Thus, the behavioral analyses used all main effect terms shown here but no 7 interaction terms. The EEG analysis included the DBS x Interference term on the basis of a pre-8 specified hypothesis, although no effects were ultimately found for that interaction term. Those changes, however, are much smaller than the corresponding theta-band changes, 7 suggesting that overall the primary effect of VCVS DBS is on task-induced theta oscillations. windows not designed to optimally extract the theta change in any given label, we observed 13 potentially meaningful correlations (absolute magnitude above 0.25) in half our tested labels. Similarly, all significant alpha-and beta-band effects of Interference occur around the mean 1 response time. This matches the sensor-space results of González-Villar et al. 2 As with DBS, the 2 Interference/Control trials have very different response times between the conditions, and we 3 attribute these peri-response effects to that time shift.
